On November 16, 2020, teachers of the Department of "Professional
education and pedagogy" Alshynbayeva Zh. E., Baizhumanova N. S. and students
of groups NVP-19-1,2 held a round table on the theme "The Caravan route of the
Great Chokan", dedicated to the 185th anniversary of Chokan Ualikhanov. The
round table was attended by students of the specialty "Initial military training",
students of the specialty "Vocational training" and undergraduates. Deputy Dean for
educational work of the faculty of mechanical engineering G. Adamova also took
part., teachers of the Department "Professional education and pedagogy" Ismakova
B. S., Nurmaganbetova M. S., Kurymbaeva S. K., Umirbekova M. A.
The round table was organized as part of the curatorial hour of the state
programs "Rukhani zhangyru", "7 facets of the great steppe" and "Great names of
the great steppe", during the round table, student speakers spoke to consider each
aspect of Chokan Ualikhanov's activities.
Karaganda regional Museum of local history showed a fragmentary video
from the journey to study the life and works of Ualikhanov.
A video recording of the message of the teacher of history of the Nazarbayev
intellectual school of Karaganda, master of historical Sciences Ablaikhan Begaidar
Muratkhanovich was also shown.
Guest of the round table: Оmasheva Zauresh, an employee of the Centralized
library system named after M. Auezov in Karaganda, spoke on this topic.
Participants and students told about the "Caravan route" of the great Chokan,
about his scientific works and ideas of enlightenment, about his travels, about the
opinions of other scientists about Ch. Ualikhanov, about addresses and monuments
named after Chokan. The significance of educational ideas of Chokan in the
educational process is revealed. The contribution of the scientist, educator,
geographer, traveler, Democrat, ethnographer – Ch.Ualikhanov to the field of
education, to Kazakh literature and ways to advance to the world stage was
discussed.
In order to summarize the results of the round table, Professor of the
Department B. S. Ismakova spoke. Expressing her attitude to the youth around the
topic, she called for good breeding, morality and education.
"Until the scientist learned to read, did not calm down, did not find peace. I
wasn't looking for pleasure until I was roaming the world. Like the comet, the flag
didn't cost much. Saw, knew, complains. There was not a soul, " said the brilliant
poet Abay Kunanbayuly, although Chokan lived a short life.

